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Abstract—With the growing number of IoT (Internet of
Things) devices and their particular characteristics compared to
traditional systems, incumbent security mechanisms need to be
advanced for secure and resilient IoT operation in current ICT
systems. One particular standard, which tries to improve IoT
security in that regard, is the Manufacturer Usage Description
(MUD) by IETF. In this paper, as our main focus is to highlight
the security gains of using MUD, we first discuss the critical
threats to IoT devices based on available research. In the second
step, we analyze the MUD technology to delineate where MUD
is beneficial (or not) to address these security issues.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the massive amount of IoT devices getting connected
to networks, many vulnerabilities also emerge. This is a
challenging situation mainly due to their cyberphysical nature
as well as the constrained hardware and lightweight security
mechanisms that come with the low price of such devices.
Numerous research activities are underway to establish secure
mechanisms that meet the requirements of such IoT devices.
One research effort in that vein is the Manufacturer Usage
Description (MUD) standard by IETF. With the MUD archi-
tecture, a device’s communication should be limited to a pre-
determined expected behaviour, reducing the attack surface
and making the network more secure. This paper considers
some of the critical threats to an IoT device and discuss if the
MUD architecture can alleviate the risk of these threats (i.e.,
its utility).

II. IOT SECURITY

The architecture of an IoT device can be described as a
three or five-layer structure [1], [2]. While the three-layer
architecture contains the perception, network, and application
layers, the five-layer architecture extends it with two additional
layers. In the literature, the naming and positions of these
two additional layers are inconsistent. Since the three-layer
architecture is adopted more and a more complex one is not
substantially beneficial in grouping the security threats, we
will rely on that architecture to consider IoT threats in a layer-
specific setting.

a) Perception Layer: The perception layer is also known
as the physical layer as it contains the physical device, sensors,
and actors [2], [3]. This layer collects the data from the sensors
and forwards them to the network layer. It also sends the actors
the information received from the network layer.

b) Network Layer: The network layer is also called the
transportation or communication layer [1], [2]. Its task is to
exchange data between the perception layer in the device and
the application layer in the cloud or server. Therefore, a wired
or wireless connection is required.

c) Application Layer: The application layer feeds the
received data from the network layer into services for users [1],
[3]. Networked services for applications such as smart homes,
smart cities, or intelligent health are defined in this layer. They
provide what a user needs rather than just raw data.

A. IoT Security Challenges

IoT security differs from traditional ICT security due to the
practical limitations of an IoT device which can be split into
three groups: hardware-based, software-based, and network-
based limitations.

a) Hardware limitations: Many IoT devices run on bat-
tery power and thus need hardware with energy consumption
as low as possible [4]. Then, there is much less processing
power and CPU-consuming cryptographic algorithms are not
preferable in such a device. Limited memory is another issue.
This is an evident challenge because most algorithms are not
designed to occupy very low memory. An additional problem
is that an IoT device must be tamper-resistant since it is a
cyberphysical system and often located outside a controlled
realm. This means an attacker can physically access the device
and try to exfiltrate data or extract/replace security material
such as cryptographic secrets.

b) Software limitations: IoT operating systems (OS) are
supposed to have a lean network protocol stack and thus
could lack capable security modules [4]. Another problem
is the update/patching of an IoT device over its lifetime. To
automatically update a device, a connection to the Internet or
a local update service is needed. However, an IoT device is
not essentially always connected to the Internet. Additionally,
not all of these systems have a local update server, and some
OSs can not fetch and integrate updates seamlessly.

c) Network limitations: A further challenge is the mo-
bility of an IoT device where it joins to a proximal network
without prior configuration [4]. However, most of the tradi-
tional security schemes are not scalable and lack feasibility.
IoT devices use a broad range of media and multiple protocols
like non-IP protocols for intra-network communication and IP
protocols for communication with devices outside the local
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{
"ietf-mud:mud": {
//General metadata are placed here
"from-device-policy": {

"access-lists": {
"access-list": [ {"name": "mud-76100-v6fr"}]}}},

"ietf-access-control-list:acls": {
"acl": [{

"name": "mud-76100-v6fr", "type": "ipv6-acl-type",
"aces": { "ace": [{

"name": "cl0-frdev",
"matches": {
"ipv6": {
"ietf-acldns:dst-dnsname": "test.example.com",
"protocol": 6 },

"tcp": {
"ietf-mud:direction-initiated": "from-device",
"destination-port": {

"operator": "eq", "port": 443}}
},
"actions": {"forwarding": "accept"}

...
}

Fig. 1. Sample MUD file from the MUD RFC 8520 [5]

network. This multiple protocol characteristic of IoT devices
is not adequately supported in traditional security schemes [4].
Additionally, existing security models do not cope well with
a dynamic network topology with IoT devices repeatedly
connecting/disconnecting and perhaps from different locations.

III. MANUFACTURER USAGE DESCRIPTION (MUD)

In a nutshell, MUD specifies the expected behaviour of an
IoT device. With traditional devices like a laptop, the device
itself is responsible for protecting its system. However, for
IoT devices with limited hardware, this approach should allow
translating the protection away from the device. To enable
this with so-called MUD files, the device behavior in the
network is specified. Everything which is not explicitly listed
in this file does not pertain to the expected behaviour of
the device and should not be permitted [5]. The structure of
this file is thereby a YANG model, which is serialized using
JSON [6] in the first MUD version. In this file, any allowed
connection for a device should be specified with source and
destination IP addresses and ports, which protocol is used,
and which endpoint initializes the connection [5], [7]. With
this information, firewalls and switches can be configured to
only permit exactly these connections. An example of such
a MUD file is shown in Figure 1. In this example, one
access control list ("acl") defines the communication to a cloud
service with the domain name ’service.bms.example-com’ [5].
Only communications on port 443 using TCP are allowed.
Moreover, the communication must be initiated by the IoT
device and not the other way around. In a complete MUD file
there should be another acl to define the rule to the device.

IV. HOW CAN MUD HELP WITH IOT SECURITY THREATS?

An overview of IoT threats and their security mechanisms
with and without MUD is given in Table I and discussed below.

A. Perception layer

There are two essential threat groups in this layer. The first
group contains different attacks against, for instance, the RFID
technology, while the second focuses on the attacks against
the physical replacement or the changes to the physical device.
The MUD system cannot help preventing such attacks because
it is based on rules that are applied and enforced in routers and

switches. Changes to the physical device are undetectable by
a switch and some communications, e.g., RFID traffic, does
not pass through such a device.

B. Transportation layer

Because this layer is the most interesting one and the MUD
architecture is aimed at this layer, we will describe the threats
considering MUD in more detail.

1) Eavesdropping: The goal of the MUD concept is to
apply specific communication rules and prevent all non-
compliant communications of a device. Nevertheless, these
rules do not consider eavesdropping because no restricted com-
munication is assumed to be established. Therefore, the illicit
collection of information and data can also be done within the
MUD architecture. Most often, the collected data is used to
find a device-specific vulnerability. However, exploiting any
discovered vulnerabilities for this purpose can be prevented
by using MUD. For example, suppose an attacker finds a
way to compromise a device by sending a particular order of
commands. This can be prevented as the network node blocks
the communication between the attacker and the device.

2) Wormhole: The rules defined in the MUD file are based
on domain names and IP addresses. The wormhole attack
is against the RPL (Routing Protocol for Low-Power and
Lossy Networks) protocol, which tries to find the best path
to send data to a target. In this attack, the target and sender
IP addresses have not changed as only the underlying path
is different. Consequently, MUD-based architecture cannot
provide a capability to prevent such an attack. However, an
attacker needs to compromise at least two nodes and this
preliminary step can be blocked by the MUD rules.

3) Man in the Middle (MitM): MitM is more a concept
than a specific attack because it just defines that an attacker is
in the communication between two nodes. Therefore, there are
many different MitM attacks on various protocols. One of the
most famous ones is the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
poisoning approach, which works on the data link layer. In
this attack, an attacker sends ARP responses by spoofing the
IP of a target, which results in wrong information about the
target MAC address. After this step, the source devices with
the false address on the target will send every packet to the
attacker, which can then redirect them to the legitimate target.
The MUD architecture is not helpful in this attack because
neither the sender’s nor the target’s IP address changed, so
the MUD-defined rules do not block the communication. In
contrast, the MUD approach would work in an architecture
where the data link layer connectivity (any-to-any) is replaced
with an IP routing (one-to-any). In such a network, packets are
sent to a specific port on the switch, which relies on the table
with MAC/IP relations. Then the MUD rules can be applied
to these requests to prevent unexpected connections. Overall,
regarding the MitM attack technique, there are many different
layers or protocol-based attacks where only a few of them can
be blocked using MUD.

4) Spoofing: Spoofing is one of the most dangerous tech-
niques against MUD since it is a basic technique rather than
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an attack. Moreover, it is used in multiple other attacks such as
ARP poisoning. While the MUD architecture tries to enforce
rules based on IP addresses or domain names, this technique
can circumvent these rules by pretending to be another device
with permissions to request malicious communication.

5) DDoS: DDoS is one of the main targets of the MUD
architecture and, therefore, can be prevented in most scenarios.
A DDoS attack can go in both directions, either by targeting
one or multiple IoT devices to make them unavailable, or
by abusing multiple IoT devices and amplifying an attack
towards another target. This other target can be inside or
outside the network. DDoS attacks can be blocked by the
device that enforces the rules of the MUD file. One exception
is if the MUD rules are not strict enough or if the connection
to the device, which launches the attack, is necessary. This
is the case if the device must be accessible from outside
the network or if a trusted communication partner, e.g., an
update server, has been compromised. This also works in
the other direction of a DDoS attack. Since a device that
must be reachable from the Internet does not have to initiate
connections to the outside, outgoing connections from such a
device can be blocked. This reduces the possible abuse of IoT
devices to generate or amplify DDoS attacks. A more granular
restriction can be made on the used protocols and ports in case
the device needs to start a connection with other nodes. By
blocking all unnecessary ports and protocols, MUD reduces
the attack surface that would lead to an IoT exploit and a
consequent DDoS attack. Another advantage in this scenario
is the lower load on the rule-enforcing network node. While in
the former scenario, all requests from perhaps a huge number
of devices must be handled by this device, in the latter, that
node only has to bear the requests from a much smaller group
of IoT devices inside this subnetwork. Because many well-
known attacks recently used the second way of attack where
multiple IoT devices are abused to attack a server of a targeted
company, MUD is a pretty strong prevention technique. This
was elaborated by Shutijser [8] and Morgese [9] where it is
shown that most such attacks can be blocked using MUD.

6) Sinkhole: Like the wormhole attack, this is based on the
RPL protocol, so it cannot be mitigated with MUD. The only
thing that MUD can achieve in this attack is to make it harder
for an attacker to compromise a device, thereby making the
attack infeasible. However, similar to the wormhole attack, this
is not a direct countermeasure.

7) Sleep deprivation: If the requests are not based on IP
addresses, they cannot be blocked by a router or a switch, so no
MUD rule can be applied. Otherwise, sleep deprivation attacks
can be prevented by strict MUD rules applied on switches or
routers except for two cases. The first exception is the spoofing
issue where an attacker pretends to be someone else who has
permission to communicate with the device. This leads to the
other exception: the set of devices legitimately configured to
communicate with the target device. If one of such devices
executes an attack due to a bug (i.e., involuntarily) or by being
compromised, the MUD architecture cannot prevent it.

8) Sybil: The Sybil attack belongs to the same category as
the MitM attack because it is a general concept rather than a
specific attack. For example, if an attack uses the RPL, then it
cannot be restricted by the MUD rules [10]. But if the Sybil
attack is based on the IP protocol, the MUD rules are applied
to these fake identities and therefore can be blocked. One
example is if a device generates multiple identities to start
TCP connections with another IoT device. This case probably
results in a denial of service because the other device cannot
handle all the opened TCP handshakes. But if there are strict
MUD rules in use, these connections can be efficiently refused.

C. Application layer

The application layer is not essentially relevant to threat
prevention using MUD. Most of the threats in this layer
do not require a connection to another device at all or
just to a controller or DB where the connection is allowed.
One exception is the malicious propagation of viruses/worms.
Although this threat is mainly located at the application layer,
it tries to spread through the network. This behaviour can
be prevented in some cases. One case is if a worm needs
a port that is not already used for benign connections and
therefore is blocked. Another criterion is the devices on which
the worm can spread. If only user devices are in focus, very
likely prevention cannot be achieved at all because they are not
strictly regulated through the MUD rules, since a user wants
to be able to communicate with a wide variety of servers or
addresses.

A result of a combination of these two criteria can be that
the worm is just able to spread over specific devices and if
the connection between these devices is blocked at IP or port
level, the worm cannot do much damage. But in the worst-case
scenario, if we have a worm that can communicate over the
ports, which are already used and not limited to some devices
in the network, MUD cannot provide any improvement.

D. Other relevant aspects and limitations

1) Merge rules: The MUD standard does not define pre-
cisely how MUD rules should be handled and applied. There-
fore it is important to mention that MUD rules need to be
merged instead of overwriting existing ones. For instance, the
MUD controller should not allow communication between two
devices as long as this is not allowed from both devices.
Otherwise, a malicious device with a MUD file that allows
another target device to communicate to itself can circumvent
MUD protection.

2) Compromised vendors and MUD-allowed sources: If a
device is compromised, all the allowed communications ap-
plied to these devices can be abused and the MUD architecture
cannot prevent that. Moreover, if the vendor is compromised,
the allowed communication to the update server can also be
abused, and the MUD files can even be maliciously adapted.

3) Changing IP addresses: As mentioned in [8], the rules
based on domain names can lead to connectivity loss if not
considered especially in the deployment. This is because the
IP address belonging to a domain name can change over time
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TABLE I
IOT THREATS AND APPLICABLE SECURITY MECHANISMS WITH AND WITHOUT MUD (PERCEPTION LAYER IS OMITTED SINCE MUD IS LESS RELEVANT.)

Layer Threat Security without MUD Security with MUD

Tr
an

sp
or

ta
tio

n
la

ye
r Eavesdropping Use secure encryption standards, use discovery protocols to check the open

accessible information.
Cannot prevent attack but can prevent some ways the data can be
abused.

Wormhole Use an RSSI with a sensor node to detect it or use a machine learning
approach.

Cannot prevent the attack but can make it harder to compromise a
device needed for the attack.

MitM Device authorization, encrypted communication with signing, use a mod-
ified routing protocol or a system especially to detect MitM.

In an architecture like the one-to-any, the MUD rules can be applied.
But other MitM attacks, e.g., in an any-to-any architecture, MUD will
not work.

Spoofing Verify the sender of a message. -
DDoS Machine learning to detect and prevent such an attack. Can reduce the risk and damage of such an attack to a low level.

Sinkhole Harden the device against compromises, a specialized system against this
attack where heavy computation is outsourced to cloud or an edge node. -

Sleep deprivation Use a rate limit approach, only allow authorized devices or use a behaviour
supervising technique

Attacks using an IP-based request can be blocked with the exception
of compromised or faulty devices and a spoofed device.

Sybil Check identities in the DIS messages, compare them with a whitelist or
use a behaviour-based anomaly detection. Only attacks based on IP/domains can be blocked.

A
pp

l.
la

ye
r Data Leak Data Loss Prevention (DLP) software -

Malicious code injection Script detection mechanism -
Phishing Use authentication and authorization, user training. -

Malicious virus/worm Virus detection mechanism, a good firewall configuration and a hardened
system

The possible communication paths of a worm can be reduced, whether
this is effective depends on the worm.

and, as a result, the MUD rule is applied to the wrong address.
[8] also proposes a solution to this problem.

4) Authentication of a MUD file: Because of the missing
authentication, there is also the possibility of a compromised
device pointing to a wrong MUD file. The proposed enhanced
MUD (eMUD) solution aims to address this threat [11].

5) MUD controller: The MUD controller has a trust re-
lationship with the IoT devices and is also a single point
of failure [11]. This makes the MUD controller an attractive
target for an attacker.

6) Enforcement of MUD rules: The MUD standard does
not define how the rules should be applied and enforced [11].
This should be defined to handle the rules in a standardized,
secured, and trusted way.

7) Manufacturers’ Bankruptcy: An important point to con-
sider is the bankruptcy of a manufacturer, especially consid-
ering the MUD file location [12]. The MUD files should be
accessible and stored on a server, which is further available, or
a mechanism should be defined to revoke these MUD URLs.

8) Supervision of MUD rules: To prevent compromised
vendors or MUD files and increase security, MUD rules should
be checked before being applied [12]. Because of scenarios
like home networks, where users do not have the knowledge
to do this, and because MUD is an automated system, it would
be relevant to have an automated tool that performs general
checks and supervises MUD rules.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we described some critical threats to IoT
devices and relevant prevention techniques categorized in the
three-layer architecture. Naturally, this is not an exhaustive
list of threats that are relevant to MUD. Most attacks in the
perception and the application layer can not be prevented
using the MUD architecture. But in the transportation layer,
the attack surface can be drastically reduced. Two crucial
risks to the MUD architecture are the spoofing and the lack
of authentication of the MUD file. Without handling these
two threats, most of the prevention gained using the MUD
architecture can be circumvented.

Since MUD is mainly checked in IPv4 environments the
advantages should also be confirmed in IPv6 networks. Further
the enforcement of the MUD rules should be standardized.
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